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Overview

 It’s all about open data.
 The transformation: Government-
wide data standards; comprehensive 
publication requirements.

 The scope: Federal financial, 
assistance, procurement, and 
performance reporting

 The driver: Legislative mandate



Current Landscape

 Financial reporting: Agencies to Treasury
 Payment requests: Agencies to Treasury
 Budget planning and actions: Agencies to OMB
 Assistance: Agencies to Commerce, GSA
 Procurement: Agencies to GSA
 Grants: Awardees to agencies
 Contracts: Awardees to agencies, GSA
 Subawards: Prime awardees to OMB
 GPRA: Agencies to Congress, OMB



Shortcomings

 Information not available. The public, 
Congress, Treasury and OMB, agency leaders, 
inspectors general, and even program managers 
don’t have the data they need.

 Information not accessible. Information is 
frequently available only as documents or 
summaries.

 Information not interoperable. Government-
wide data fields, even for basic concepts, don’t 
exist. Formats differ. There is no way to link 
spending and performance.



Policy Change

 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, 
February 2009: Hailed as blueprint.

 Open Data Policy, May 2013: Requires agencies 
to create data inventories that include financial, 
assistance, procurement, and performance 
reports, and to “architect for open.”

 Treasury’s Intelligent Data project, 
September 2013: “Small prototype” of virtual 
repository for standardized financial data

 Digital Accountability and Transparency Act 
(“DATA Act”), first introduced June 2011, 
passed May 1, 2014, signed May 9, 2014.



Treasury and OMB Agencies
 Establish government-

wide data identifiers
 Establish government-

wide data format
 Publish grants, contracts, 

and internal spending on 
existing USASpending 
portal

 OMB to run pilot program 
to test standardized 
reporting by recipients

 Apply standards to own 
reporting

 After OMB pilot program, 
apply standards to 
recipient reporting

 Data quality checks

DATA: the Basics

Recipients
 Standardized reporting if 

imposed by agencies after 
OMB pilot



DATA: Desired Impact

 Public Accountability. Citizens have access to 
accurate, complete, searchable data on 
government spending and performance.

 Better Management. Congress, Treasury, OMB, 
agency leaders, inspectors general, program 
managers utilize dashboards and analytics.

 Automated Compliance. Agencies automate 
their reports to Treasury, OMB, Commerce, GSA, 
Congress. Grantees and contractors report to 
agencies automatically.



Coalition’s Role

 Founded February 2012.
 Mission: Representing the public interest and 

the private sector, advocate the publication of 
government information as standardized, 
machine-readable data.

 Executive Members: Teradata, WebFilings, 
PwC, RDG Filings, RR Donnelley.

 Role: Advocacy, education, collaboration.
 Future: Advocate effective DATA 

implementation; pursue data standards 
mandates; create a comprehensive policy agenda 
for government data.



Next Steps

 Implementation: Treasury and OMB to issue 
guidance on new data standards 1 year after 
enactment; agencies to begin using data 
standards 2 years later; recipient reporting 
standardization pilot starts 1 year after passage 
and lasts 2 years.

 Stakeholder consultation: The law requires 
Treasury and OMB to consult with stakeholders: 
Grantees, contractors, agencies, transparency 
supporters, tech industry.

 Data Transparency 2014: Status update 
planned at policy conference, Sept. 30, 2014.



Contact

datacoalition.org
hudson.hollister@datacoalition.org

@datacoalition 



Nancy K. DiPaolo
Chief, Congressional & Intergovernmental Affairs

THE RECOVERY ACCOUNTABILITY
& TRANSPARENCY BOARD’S PAST

AS A ROADMAP TO THE
DATACT
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ARRA’S IMPACT--TODAY

 Recovery Act Impacts
 Introduced new concepts about reporting

 Introduced use of an universal reporting 
tool—FederalReporting.gov

 Published publically reported data—
Recovery.gov

 Introduced a government-wide data quality 
standard for reporting

 Expanded data views, e.g., maps 14



OPENING THE DOOR TO ACCOUNTABILITY & 
TRANSPARENCY:  “THE PUBLIC FIRSTS”
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THE “FIRSTS” FOR FUNDING
MANAGEMENT
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GAME CHANGERS
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ARRA OVERSIGHT STATISTICS
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 Active 1,357

Convictions, Settlements, 
Judgments & Pleas 1,395

Recoveries $62,229,000

Forfeitures/Seizures $14,582,060

Completed* 3,049

Questioned/Unsupported 
Costs $5,409,620,295

Recommendations for Better 
Use of Funds $8,195,991,340

Investigations

Audits/Inspections/Evaluations/ Reviews

*Includes the count of priority interim reports issued through the end of FY 2013.  OIGs no longer report this 
data element  to the Board.



SINGLE DATA BASE FOR OVERSIGHT
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MOVING FORWARD – THE FUTURE
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GOALS OF THE DATA BILL, 
AS WE SEE IT

 to provide accountability and 
transparency for all contracts, grants, and 
loans funded with federal monies

 ensure that the work of the Recovery 
Board can serve as a template for 
tracking all government spending

 ensure transparency in government 
spending
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THE DATACT
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UAID:  THE BEGINNING

 Inability to match recipient reported award 
numbers to agency reported award numbers 
resulted in:

– IG Report:  ARRA—Review of the Effectiveness of 
Department/Agency Data Quality Review 
Processes—2010

» Recommended establishment of a government-wide 
uniform award ID for ARRA that could apply to 
government awards

– RATB White Paper:  Solutions for Accountability and 
Transparency:  Uniform Government-wide Award ID 
Number—2011

» Identified several numbering schemes the government 
could model—most used a central registry (e.g., bank 
card numbers) 24



GOVERNMENT BUSINESS PROCESS REQUIRES AWARD IDS
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The Award ID needs to be associated with the award from the time the award is obligated until the award is closed-out or 
terminated in order for the agency to manage all aspects of the award and its impact on an agency’s program.  Use of the 
Award ID improves financial reconciliation and performance measurement efforts.



THE UAID FEASIBILITY STUDY
(MITRE & RATB,  2011):

– To create a UAID, agencies suggested:
» Leveraging existing reporting processes
» An implementation process that would not require agency 

system modifications 
– Study found a UAID could be most easily and effectively 

implemented:
» If managed through a central registry
» If it was an intelligent identifier with a random component 

and a check digit
– Findings reported to the Government Accountability and 

Transparency Board (GAT Board); UAID recommendation 
included in GAT Board report to the President in December 
2011

– The GAT Board recommended that any implementation of a 
UAID be accomplished in conjunction with existing efforts at 
Treasury to achieve a standardized format for submitting 
payment requests to Treasury26



SUGGESTIONS FOR A UAID
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UAID & CENTRAL REPOSITORY

 Benefits of a standard format for Award ID with validation:

 Would support Treasury’s 2014 mandate to include 
additional agency & program data to payments

 Would improve payment reconciliation for external 
recipients and intergovernmental business partners

 Would support oversight requirements for verifiable 
funded business transactions at a single source

 Would leverage current systems & processes

 Would allow access to award data with UAID or 
Agency Award ID
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UAID & REGISTRY SUPPORTS DATA QUALITY
IMPROVEMENTS ACROSS GOVERNMENT FUNDING

 Would provide standard format and definition for 
disparate funding documents (contracts, grants, loans, and 
interagency agreements); there is currently no 
government‐wide standard grant award document

 Agency legacy systems may not use the same numbering 
format internally or between award, finance and reporting 
systems, e.g., adding prefix to identify regional funding—
requiring the building and updating interfaces and 
intensive reconciliation

 Currently there is no data standard; under existing policies 
Award IDs are specified by individual agencies
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RECIPIENT REPORTING TODAY
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GRIP
GRANTS REPORTING PROJECT
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The GRIP project -- a small proof-of-concept to test:

• If FederalReporting.gov could be used to centrally collect 
non-ARRA grant data including Federal financial reporting data

• If centralized reporting reduced reporting burden 

• If a machine readable filing methodology increased reporting 
efficiencies

• If FederalReporting.gov could pre-populate its reporting 
module

• If a unique award identifier could be assigned centrally



OVERVIEW OF PARTICIPATION
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Nine federal grant recipients participated:
• University of New Mexico
• University of Washington
• Colorado State
• University of Wisconsin
• University of North Carolina—Wilmington
• North Carolina State University
• State of Nebraska
• Lake County Community College of Illinois
• City of Bowie, Maryland

All reported on 25 federal grants
Represented 11 different agencies, EPA, USDA, NSF, 
NIH, HUD,DOC, Education, DOI, DOJ, DOL, DoD



USE OF CENTRAL REPORTING—
FINANCIAL REPORTING
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GRIP project focused on central reporting of financial data:

• It found it could collect the SF-425 data centrally

• SF-425 was formatted in a machine readable format (XML)

• Participants could choose between different reporting methods
web form, XML single submission or XML bulk submission

Agency Perspective:  USDA input—could collect the data electronically 
rather than on paper; did not have to run and create reports for 
stakeholders; and a central reporting concept would provide public stake-
holders a place to go to get data, eliminating the need to constantly 
reproduce the data



USE OF CENTRAL REPORTING—
MACHINE READABLE LANGUAGE
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GRIP provided several reporting filings:

• Web Form submission
• XML single file submission
• XML bulk file submission

Participants indicated:

• Use of a standard format for transmission of data would increase 
efficiency in reporting and allow for system-to-system reporting

• Use of the bulk upload for reporting would increase reporting 
efficiency



GRIP RESULTS
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GRIP showed:

• FederalReporting.gov can handle central reporting

• Did not demonstrate burden reduction

• A machine readable format (XML) improved reporting, 
especially for bulk reporting

• Pre-population of data can be used in FederalReporting.gov 
and by other government systems to enhance reporting

• A unique identifier can be generated and assigned
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THE ROC
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GOALS OF THE DATA BILL, 
AS WE SEE IT

 Reduce reporting requirements for 
recipients of Federal funds, and

 Streamline reporting inside and outside 
the Federal Government – single portal

 Standardize data so it can be utilized 
across government (Fed & State)
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MOVING FORWARD, 
WHEN IMPLEMENTING THE DATACT, 

REMEMBER…
 Transparency is not for the faint of heart –

 you end up owning the data

 Data quality is a continuous process

 Cross government view is needed to maximize opportunities

 Friction against rapid changes in IT, finance, but we CAN do it!

 Award Id system – major cause for mismatched data

 Data standards – generally lacking – major weakness

 Transparency and Accountability work in tandem

 Proactive fraud prevention is effective
40


